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sci-fi film blade runner 2049 is the much-anticipated follow-up to director ridley scott’s 1982 original hit. set three decades after blade runner (played by harrison ford), rick deckard (harrison ford) is a blade runner, a bounty hunter who tracks and kills replicants – and those who create them. while their manufactured counterparts are called “replicants”,
blade runners call their creations “androids”, which is blade runner’s term for all “replicants”. the film stars ryan gosling, ana de armas, sylvia hoeks, mackenzie davis and robin wright (sort of). with a runtime of 2 hours and 23 minutes, it is the first blade runner film to have a 100% original screenplay. it is also the first time that a sequel to a film based on
an original screenplay is directed by the original director, as the sequel was directed by denis villeneuve (prisoners, sicario, arrival). blade runner 2049‘s production is also considered to be the largest in terms of budget and scope of any film in the franchise, and it is the first sequel to feature a screenwriting credit for hampton fancher, who wrote the first
film. blade runner 2049 received positive reviews, holding a rating of 81% on the review aggregator website rotten tomatoes, and grossed over $740 million worldwide at the box office. a film about the dark side of technology and humanity’s relentless drive to create ever-evolving innovations, avengers: infinity war is the sequel to the 2014 box office
smash, avengers: age of ultron. tying up loose ends and setting up future storylines, this latest instalment sees the superheroes, the avengers, must unite to stop thanos from collecting the six infinity stones that will alter the balance of power in the universe.
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